INTRODUCTION
The strong desire for ever-increasing levels of integration and higher performance often transcends the capabilities of traditional design tools and flows in the IC design arena. In particular, new deep-sub-micron (DSM) design considerations, such as the dominance of interconnect delays and signal integrity issues, have forced IC designers to reevaluate the existing design methodologies and techniques. To address the DSM design challenges, one can increase the lookahead capability of high-level tools or develop new algorithms for optimally solving larger portions of the overall design problem simultaneously. This latter unification-based approach is, in our view, more promising. Indeed, the current state of CAD tools and algorithms has evolved to a point where it is both possible and necessary to combine certain steps of the logic synthesis and physical design processes. This paper introduces an integrated approach for simultaneous floorplanning, technology-mapping, and detailed gate placement, of row-based standard-cell layout styles. The unique contributions of the paper are:
.A new design flow, *SiMPA, which simultaneously performs floorplanning, technology mapping, and placement. *A new data structure, k-way levelized cluster tree, which represents the hierarchy of the circuit for *SiMPA. Permission to make digital/hard copy of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. DAC 98, San Francisco, Califomia 01998 ACM 0-89791-964-5/98/06..$5.00 *A new global area optimizer, *SiMPA-E, which optimizes chip area via simultaneous floorplanning, technology mapping, and gate placement. -A new critical path optimizer, *SiMPA-R, which for a given number of critical paths effectively trades area for delay while simultaneously considering all floorplanning, technology mapping, and gate placement solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, background and motivation behind this work are given.
Section 3 describes our methodology for unifying floorplanning, technology mapping, and gate placement. In sections 4 and 5 , our experimental results and concluding remarks are presented.
Background
Technology Mapping -It is well-known that the general technology mapping (TM) problem is NP-hard [HS96] . Keutzer in [Ke87] approximated the general TM problem by a set of tree-covering sub-problems and optimally mapped each, with respect to gate area, by a polynomial dynamic programming-based (DP) algorithm (KA). Later, Rude11 in [Rut391 extended this idea to the minimum delay mapping problem. Subsequently, Touati et al. provided a mapper capable of minimizing area under delay constraints [TMBW90]. Chaudhary and Pedram presented a method for finding a set of all non-inferior mappings for a tree with different area-arrival time trade-offs [CP92] . All of the above mentioned methods assume the dominance of gate area and delay over interconnects.
Linear Placement -Linear placement (LP) is defined as the assignment of the vertices of a graph to the open slots located on a line so as to minimize a desired cost function. MINCUT is the LP problem where the cost function is the maximum cutwidth. It has been proven that this problem is NP-complete for general graphs [GJ79] but that it is polynomial in cases where the subject graph is a tree. Lengauer, in [Le82] , developed an approximation algorithm (LA) for tree MINCUT problem whose cutwidth is within a factor of two of the optimal value. Later, Yannakakis introduced a polynomial optimal algorithm (YA) for tree MINCUT problem using the DP strategy [YaM] .
SiMPA -To address the high performance requirements of DSM designs, SiMPA (&imultaneous Technology Mapping and Linear Placement Algorithm) integrates technology mapping and linear placement by combining DP-based YA/ LA with KA. This algorithm allows TM to access accurate physical information and LP to guide logic optimization. SiMPA-E ('E' stands for g a c t total area) is a combination )f YA and KA which optimally finds the minimum total wiring+gate) area implementation of a given tree circuit LSP971. SiMPA-D ('D' stands for disjoint combination ?used) combines LA and KA and optimizes total area and otal delay by generating three dimensional trade-off curves 'or tree circuits [LSP98] . FPD-SiMPA (FPD stands for loorplan driven) is a design flow which incorporates 3MPA-D and SiMPA-E (SiMPA-DE) for building two limensional implementations for DAG-structure circuits 'LSP981. The outline of this design flow is as follows: 1. 'artition the initial DAG into a set of tree clusters. 2. Map ind place each cluster. 3. Floorplan the clusters on a two limensional plane. 4. Perform global routing followed by iming analysis. 5. Trade off area for delay using SiMPA-D/ 2 for each timing or area critical cluster.
Floorplanning -It refers to the placement and sizing of flexible blocks and is a common feature in many hierarchical design environments. In general, floorplanning algorithms are based on one of the following methods: mathematical programming, rectangular dualization, and combinatorial based methods [Sh93] . Recently, two novel floorplanning techniques based on sequence pair [MFNK96] and bounded slicing grid structures have been proposed [NFMK96] . In this paper, a combinatorial based floorplanning method, like that in [PK92] , is combined with SiMPA through the use of an appropriately defined hierarchy.
Acyclic Partitioning -Acyclic partitioning prevents nets from creating directed cycles among the parts. A two-way acyclic partitioning algorithm was introduced in [IPFC93], then extended to multi-way acyclic partitioning in [CLB94] . The latter is used in this work when delay optimization is added to the proposed algorithm (*SiMPA-R). The acyclic property is necessary because it allows simple handling of the timing dependencies among the parts by following a topological ordering.
Simultaneous Floorplanning, Technology
Mapping, and Gate Placement (*SiMPA)
SiMPA-D and SiMPA-E are only capable of manipulating tree-structure circuits. However, such a structure is atypical of most circuits and therefore in FPD-SiMPA, a DAG circuit is clustered into tree clusters and each cluster is manipulated by SiMPA-DE separately. In other words, the design flow divides the problem into a set of smaller sub-problems and then combines the sub-solutions to build the final solution. This approach can be classified as a member of the divideand-conquer family of algorithms and consequently inherits the intrinsic shortcomings associated with this family. Generally, FPD-SiMPA restricts SiMPA to work within the individual tree clusters only, and employs the floorplanner for taking advantage of the possible inter-cluster optimizations opportunities. The floorplanner, however, is subject to the optimization decisions already made within the clusters which are not necessarily appropriate for the overall circuit optimization.
*SiMPA, the proposed algorithm in this work, addresses this deficiency by combining SiMPA with the floorplanning design step. Hence, the flooplanner controls all the intracluster and inter-cluster optimization opportunities and so the decisions made inside and outside the clusters are the best in the global sense. Another important property of *SiMPA is that it eliminates delay budgeting (slack distribution) in the design flow. *SiMPA, due to its integrated nature, has no need for this step. It provides designers with a conceptually simpler and more precise design tool which outputs the global trade-off picture of the design using fewer heuristics.
The way FP is merged into SiMPA is different from the way TM and LP were merged in SiMPA. TM and LP both work at the same hierarchy level (inside the tree clusters) and so it was possible to implement their combination via interleaved calls from one to another at every step of the DP-based algorithm. FP on the other hand, works at a higher level of hierarchy (among the tree clusters), and therefore, its integration into SiMPA must be achieved by other means. The floorplanner uses SiMPA to capture the shape functions of all the tree clusters. These are subsequently used by the bottom-up floorplanner to calculate the global shape function for the whole circuit. *SiMPA-E which targets the total minimum area by generating a set of non-inferior solutions (w.r.t. shape) for the whole circuit. **SiMPA-R which removes the timing violations for a given implementation and a design hierarchy by simultaneously replacing and remapping the clusters on timing critical paths. This algorithm is capable of computing accurate shapeldelay trade-off curves for the whole chip while speeding up one critical path of the circuit at a time. In our flow, *SiMPA-E is first called to generate a minimum area implementation of the subject circuit, then *SiMPA-R is called to remove the timing violations one path at a time.
In *SiMPA, a special data structure is used for the representation of the design hierarchy. The first sub-section below describes and analyzes this representation. Next, *SiMPA-E and *SiMPA-R are presented and discussed.
K-LCT A K-Way Levelized Cluster Tree
Any bottom-up technique requires, at least implicitly, a hierarchy to work with. For the case of BearFP (a DP-based floorplanner), the hierarchy is represented by a cluster tree which shows a grouping of macro-cells into first-level clusters, first-level clusters into second-level super clusters, and so on, until the root of the cluster tree is reached [PK92] . *SiMPA, which includes a floorplanner similar to BearFP, likewise requires a data structure for the extraction and representation of the hierarchical organization of the tree clusters. In contrast to BearFP which uses a simple kway tree by including the most connected blocks as sibling nodes under the same parent node, *SiMPA requires a more elaborate hierarchy and a corresponding suitable data structure to represent it. This novel data structure is called k- . . , u~) E leaves(v1)X.. .xleaves (v,) then {(r(ul),r(u2)) , . . . , (r(uL-1),r(Ui)) , (r(Ui),r(Ul))larE'.
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In the following, C(v E) (with root r) is assumed to be a k-LCT of a given circuit G(V, E') unless otherwise is stated. Property two of Definition4 states that in a k-LCT, all the DAG-edges connect nodes to those in the same or higher level, hence guaranteeing a k-LCT to be an acyclic structure. This property empowers *SiMPA to calculate all needed wire lengths signal arrival times while synthesizing the circuit; details will be discussed later on in this paper. Fig.4 . which demonstrates a k-LCT for a simple circuit can be used to verify the acyclicness property of k-LCT's. The following lemmas introduce transformations on k-LCT's for the generation of a new equivalent k-LCT with different properties; such as a more balanced k-LCT which generally generates more efficient floorplans.
Lemma2: In C, any leaf node can be raised as high as the level where its lowest-level fanout resides.
Lemma3: In C, any leaf node can be lowered as low as the level where its highest-level fanin resides.
Lemma4: In C, any two nodes which have the same parent node and the total number of their immediate children is less than k can be merged together.
The 4-LCT in Fig.5 . is equivalent to that shown in Fig.4 , generated using a sequence of transformations as Interested readers are referred to [SLP98] for the proof of the theorems.
*SiMPA-E for Global Area Optimization
*SiMPA-E is a combination of SiMPA and floorplanning which targets total area optimization. If a bottom-up floorplanning scheme with shape propagation ability is used, *SiMPA-E is capable of finding a global height versus width trade-off curve for the whole network. This curve is then used in finding the solution satisfying the userspecified aspect ratio requirement.
Total area for a one-dimensional standard-cell layout is calculated by
where W is the sum of the width of all the cells in a row, h is the cell height, a constant W determined by the ASIC library being used, p is the minimum distance third step, the set of all the shape functions is passed to a bottom-up floorplanner employed by the algorithm. The floorplanner takes these shape functions and generates the global 2-D trade-off curve. Finally, the best floorplan is picked from this curve. Note that, solutions for all the clusters are generated simultaneously from the best solution for the root of the cluster tree. Once the best global solution is found, the cluster sub-solutions which were used to construct the solution are traced back and assigned as the internal implementation of each cluster. Few observations relating to the operation of *SiMPA-E are:
Observationl: In the shape function for a cluster, the detailed physical and logical implementations of every solution are known prior to executing the floorplanner. This information is then used throughout the floorplanning process for the exact area and delay calculations of the whole or part of the design. Observation2: *SiMPA-E achieves global area optimization by taking into account detailed design information for all the design choices and comparing solution qualities based on exact physical and logical information. Further, *SiMPA-E does not need to use any area estimators which are usually based on heuristic techniques. Observation3: Any floorplanner which can properly use the set of calculated shape functions can be employed in this flow. However, the global height versus width trade-off curve is built most
effectively using a bottom-up Fig.8 : Global shapefinction floorplanner with shape propagation capability. The use of this type of floorplanner, as mentioned earlier, needs a hierarchy on the clusters required for satisfying the acyclicness property if critical paths are intended to be resynthesized using *SiMPA-R. In this work, we employ k-LCT's (with k=4) to satisfy all these requirements. Observation4: SiMPA-E calculates the shape function (including gate and wire areas) for every tree cluster and therefore all optimum non-inferior points are included in the shape function. However, the area taken by inter-cluster wiring is an entirely different issue. Bottom-up floorplanning can be made to estimate (probabilisticly or constructively) the inter-cluster (inter-block) connection lengths. These estimates are not exact and hence claims of optimality for *SiMPA-E are subject to inaccuracies in estimating the inter-block connection lengths and area requirements. The choice of a k-LCT hierarchy in *SiMPA-E leads not only to advantages in *SiMPA-R (discussed later), but also restricts inter-cluster interconnects which in turn reduces the impact of the inaccuracies suffered due to the use of a bottom-up approach. ObservationS: For every leaf and internal node of the cluster tree (hierarchy), *SiMPA-E stores the calculated shape functions for future reference by *SiMPA-R. This information is needed by the resizing process of the clusters on the timing critical path. The process may open up space for the timing critical clusters by optimally resizing the non-critical Lob p generatzon ones in order to allow trading space for better timing behavior inside the critical clusters. Theorem2: *SiMPA-E is a polynomial algorithm.
*SiMPA-R for Eliminating Timing Violations
Although the global shape function generated by *SiMPA-E captures the best implementation in terms of area, it is likely for the resulting implementation(s) to violate user specified timing requirements. In the *SiMPA flow, it is thus essential to employ a technique to eliminate the timing critical paths by resynthesizing and trading area for delay. After using *SiMPA-E and choosing an area optimized implementation, *SiMPA-R is employed for the purpose of fixing the timing violations.
Critical Clusters Initial Manipulation
The output of *SiMPA-E is a I From *SiMPA-E 1 fully mapped, twodimensionally placed implementation of the given circuit. *SiMPA-R first identifies all critical paths and selects the one with the most negative slack and marks all the tree clusters on
Choose the best solution this critical path as critical. For every critical leaf node in the LLCT, the internal nodes on the unique path to the root of the k-LCT are also marked so that floorplanning, technology mapping, and placement can be redone. We refer to the resulting representation as a marked k-LCT. Lemma6: In a marked k-LCT, there is at most one critical internal node and one critical leaf node among the children of every internal node.
3-0 C u w e Generation and Propagation
Having marked the k-LCT, *SiMPA-R begins the generation and propagation of the 3-D (height, width, and the critical signal ready time at the root of a subtree) solution curves from the lowest level marked internal node up towards the root. At each step, the algorithm detects the immediate children of the current internal node, v, and retrieves or generates their corresponding 2/3-D solution curves in order to examine the solution possibilities for all the floorplan templates. An immediate child of v, say u, is either a non-critical internalfleaf node, a critical internal node, or a critical leaf node. In the first case (a non-critical internalfleaf node), there is no marked node among the descendents(v), indicating the absence of a critical signal. Therefore, the corresponding solution curve is the 2-D curve already calculated and stored by *SiMPA-E. For the case of a critical internal node, a 3-D solution curve is already calculated by the previous calls to the same procedure. The situation is a bit different for a critical leaf node; in this case one of the incoming signals is the critical signal which may be provided by its marked sibling's descendents. Consequently, the arrival time of the signal depends on the implementation chosen for the sibling node. However, all the physical and logical implementation information up to that point are available and therefore for every floorplan template and block-to-room assignment, the possible critical signal arrival times can be precisely calculated.
Using these arrival times, SiMPA-D generates a 3-D solution curve for that critical cluster. These 3-D curves (for every template and assignment) are assembled into one curve and the inferior solutions are pruned out. The timing values on this curve are the critical signal's ready times at the output of v for each possible implementation of the subtree. Note that according to Lemma6, there exists at most one marked leaf node and therefore SiMPA-D is run for at most one node during processing of the immediate children of every v. If v has no immediate marked leaf node, the timing values of the critical internal node are the critical signal's ready times. As for the geometrical calculations, the height and width of the solutions of v are calculated from the solutions to the sub-problems in ways similar to *SiMPA-E's method. Now, few remarks relating to *SiMPA-R: *Every solution generated by *SiMPA keeps the pointers to its constituent sub-solutions in order to retrieve all the corresponding design information for the best solution selected in the final stage. -For every template and room assignment, the relative locations of the blocks are known. Accordingly, interconnect routes within v are known (subject to using a bottom-up global routing algorithm. In addition, k-LCT provides *SiMPA with a proper structure which helps avoid signal cycles among children (v) , and therefore all timing information can be calculated according to the topological order of children (v) . *This procedure proceeds recursively until it reaches the root in the k-LCT. The trade-off curve of the root reveals the global design options from which the best is selected and traced down using the stored pointers Theorem3: *SiMPA-R is a polynomial time algorithm.
Experimental Results
The sequence of steps consisting of technology independent optimization, technology mapping, placement, global and detailed routing is the conventional design flow. To verify the effectiveness of the simultaneous approach, results are presented in Table1 for two setups: I) Conventional flow. 11) Technology mapping, maximal tree clustering, floorplanning (BearFP), linear placement of each cluster using YA, followed by Timberwolf and YACR. The presented results show only small differences between the Circuit aIu2 two runs which points to the fact that *SiMPA's efficiency is due to its simultaneous approach to the design process rather than just improved mapping and placement algorithms.
Our next set of experiments compares the performance of the conventional design flow with our proposed DSM methodology on a number of benchmarks using a CASCADE standard cell library ( 0 5 1 HP CMOS process). Gate and wire delays are calculated using a 4-parameter delay equation (similar to that in [LSP97] ) and the Elmore delay model, respectively. These experiments were run in the SIS environment [SSLM92] on an Ultra-2 Sun Sparc workstation with 256MB memory. The area and delay reported here are total chip area and delay after detailed routing. Table2 compares the results of *SiMPA with the conventional flow showing an average of 34% performance improvement with small area penalty. In these experiments, the floorplanning was performed by our preliminary k-LCT floorplanner prototype, Timberwolf was used for global routing, and YACR was used for detailed routing. The runtimes for *SiMPA remained comparable to the ones for the conventional flow, as shown in Table3 for a number of benchmark circuits. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a novel design flow *SiMPA, which performs simultaneous floorplanning, technology mapping and linear placement. *SiMPA is a dynamic-programming based algorithm which first computes the shape function of every tree cluster using SiMPA-E and then utilizes a bottom-up floorplanner to generate higher level shape based on a k-way levelized cluster tree. After the minimum area solution is chosen and the critical paths are identified, the clusters on each critical path are re-floorplanned, re-mapped and re-placed simultaneously to achieve improved timing. This new design flow yields very high quality circuits in terms of post layout chip area and delay. 
